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Cultivating 1000 small developers
and cities that support them



Anyone Bake Bread This Spring?

“Yeast takes a certain time to 
go from one cell to two cells 
You can do everything you can 
to speed it up, but there’s a 
hard limit to how fast they can 
double. Yeast also needs to 
consume sugar gradually - a 
production plant can’t force-
feed the cells at a faster clip."

“But all of a sudden the 
market is being hit by 

demand from household 
customers to bake their own 

bread. They want the 7g or 
11g sachets for one loaf. It’s 
simply insufficient packing 

capacity, and the supply 
lines dry out very quickly.”



Cultivating The Active Ingredient

Many neighborhoods lack a pipeline of 
buildings that can build and sustain 

wealth for the humans in them

This is most often because there is 
a lack of people with the skills to 
formulate potential projects and 

an ecosystem that allows and 
rewards the risk taken

Buildings that retain value build 
neighborhood wealth, benefiting both 

humans and their collective 
municipality



DIY Yeast

Grow yeast by placing old flour, water, and dried fruit (or ale) into a 
jar.  Allowing that mixture to ferment in a warm place for 24 to 48 

hours should yield yeast that you can use in baking projects.

“The resulting product won’t act as predictably and 
consistently as what you’d buy in a store, 
but it may imbue your baked goods with 

a certain distinctive character.”



IncDev Mission: 
We Teach and Nurture Implementers

Train
small business owners, neighborhood advocates, design/real estate 

professionals, builders and others to become small developers

Coach
civic groups and government agencies on how to create a thriving 

ecosystem for small developers and entrepreneurs

Connect
a continent of neighborhood level doers to celebrate success and share 

field notes through opportunistic alliances



Neighborhood

Block 

Lot

Big City Small Town



Zero to Three Stories, In Your Neighborhood
Constantly Evolving, Regenerating



What are we 
trying to 

accomplish?



Building of Intergenerational Wealth

Families

Leverage Building 
as Income Source

Provide Lifecycle 
Housing Choice

Communities

Flexible and 
Adaptable Buildings

Anti-Fragile 
Tax Base



Building Wealth Through Real Estate

One Story 
Mixed Use

Commercial Front, 
Residential Back



Creating a Job vs Building Wealth

Need $500,000 To Start

Wealth Leaves

Job: Store Manager

Builds $500,000 Over Lifetime

Wealth Stays

Wealth: Business and 
Building Owner



Wealth Gap

In 2016, white families had a median net worth of 

$171,000
Compared with 

$17,400 for Blacks and $20,900 for Hispanics

Fed report on Survey of Consumer Finances

Washington Post - September 29, 2017



Wealth Gap

In 2019, white families had a median net worth of 

$188,200
Compared with 

$24,100 for Blacks and $36,200 for Hispanics

Fed report on Survey of Consumer Finances

September 2020
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Wealth Gap Over Time
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And that was BEFORE the 

pandemic, social unrest, derechos, 

hurricanes and forest fires



Reasons for Wealth Gap?

Low Homeownership Rates

Low Retirement Savings 
(If you make enough income to save much of anything)

High Student Debt
(A factor largely preventing young people of all races from 

entering the ownership market)

And the legacy of structural -isms



How healthy is  
your city’s 

platform for 
building wealth?



Understanding 
The City as a 
Corporation



The Story of Your Neighborhood



The Story of Development Patterns



Net Revenue vs Costs - Per Parcel

Lafayette, LA

Green: Net Positive

Red: Net Negative



The difference between 
red and green parcels is the 

economic productivity of the 

land use 
versus 

the infrastructure cost



What Patterns to Copy?



Westport Duplex



Westport Six Plex



Westport Multi-Plex



Are you getting 
the kinds of 

real estate projects
you want to see? 



Why Not??

I’ll Give You Three Reasons



Overcoming Challenges to
Small Scale Projects



Reason #1

Habit of 
Extractive Land 

Development
We Don’t Regenerate 

Like We Used To….

Culture of 
Throwaway Buildings

Land Held in Hands 
of Few

Deteriorating 
Municipal Tax Base

Tyranny of 
Amortization



Reason #2

Current State of 
the Development 

Industry 

Chronic Specialization

Patchwork Quilt of 
Arcane Regulation

Neighborhood 
Opposition and NIMBY’s

Dire Construction Labor
Shortage

Tariffs on Materials



And if that wasn’t 
enough…



62%
of US housing stock is single-family detached homes as 
of 2012 (HUD, 2014)



83%
of households in the US will have no children by 2030

According to Arthur C. Nelson, Reshaping Metropolitan America



Reason #3

Mismatch of 
Buildings to 

People
What we have and what we 

need don’t fit well

Goldilocks Problem:
Don’t have enough of the
‘just right’ buildings

National demographics 
shifting to smaller units 
for single person 
households

Overheated real estate 
markets for walkable 
neighborhoods due to 
lack of supply of them





Commercial/Retail/Industrial Conundrum

Demand for industrial real estate could reach an 
additional 1 billion square feet by 2025 (July 2020)

“There’s about a billion square feet of retail space that 
needs to go away, that needs to be converted, for the 

market to get healthy” (2017)

Still, there are hurdles in taking a former retail space and turning it into something else, Meyer cautioned.

“There are things like zoning laws, these are residential areas,” he said. 
“There’s going to be a lot more involved with imagining these things.”

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/09/us-may-need-another-1-billion-square-feet-of-warehouse-space-by-2025.html

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bisnow/2017/04/05/even-developers-agree-the-u-s-has-way-too-much-retail-space/



Black Swans and Antifragility

Black Swan – Event which is BOTH an outlier that does 
not have historical precedent and carries extreme impact

Antifragility is a property of systems that increase in 
capability to thrive as a result of stressors, shocks, 
volatility, noise, mistakes, faults, attacks, or failures.

Preference for 100x  1 ft drops, than 1x  100 ft drop.  
Incremental and continuous feedback/recovery loops

Preference for redundancy over efficiency, local over 
external 



2020 

The events of this year were not intrinsically 
unpredictable 

In fact, there were many warning signs of system failure 
or intensification of strength of natural systems

These stressors WILL reoccur

How we deal with that set of possibilities will determine 
how negative or positive those future scenarios will be





Break Down Big with 
Incremental to Limit Downside

Aggregate Small to Leverage 
Upside of Antifragility



What Do We Have to Know 
to Make These Happen?



Small Building Thresholds

International Residential 
Code (IRC)

International Building 
Code (IBC)

Financing MechanismBuilding Code

Residential Mortgage
(30 Year Term)

Commercial Loan
(3-10 Year Term)





Learn More About Housing 
Strategies at 11:15 AM Session

On STEP Buildings



Q: How Do We 
Find Small 

Developers?



A: You Don’t. 
You Grow Them



What Will I 
Learn at a 1 Day 

Workshop?
Open to ALL

Public Sector
Private Sector

Non-Profit Sector

The Project 
Formation Process

Conventional Financing 
Thresholds

Building Types and 
Site Planning

Financial Pro forma

Asking for Money

Acquisition and Closing

Practice Project



Make a Basic Project Work on Paper



Learn How a 
Building 

Makes Money

Via a 
Financial 
Proforma



Small Building Investment Package



incrementaldevelopment.org/events

Virtual Workshops
October 29 and December 3



Visit Us At:

incrementaldevelopment.org/midwestapa

Get your code to attend 
Development Simulation 101 for free

Jim Kumon – Executive Director and
Co-Founder of the Incremental Development Alliance

@IncDevAlliance | jkumon@incrementaldevelopment.org


